TIGHT CURLY HAIR
SHINGLING

Products: Curly Pudding
Tools: Blow Dryer + Nozzle + Rattail Comb
**TIGHT CURLY HAIR**

**SHINGLING**

**Products:** Curly Pudding

**Tools:** Blow Dryer + Nozzle + Rattail Comb

1. Before.
2. Detangle damp hair.
3. Take a small 1" section of hair and run a comb thru it.
4. Apply Curly Pudding to the smooth section.
5. Smooth Curly pudding on from root to end.
6. Sit under an overhead dryer for 30-45 mins
7. After fully dried take a nozzle tipped blowdryer and blast the root for lift and body.
8. After: Beautiful!